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I. lWRODUCT 10X
I.hder the topic of sensitivity and uncertainty analysis we ccn=ider prinaril’:

the work perfomed using classical perturbation sheorjjand cross-section urlcer-
ta%nty covariance data. Specifically excluded are several srudies performed using
alternate evaluated data sets or creditl> deviant data sets devfsed by the analyst.
Fusion reactcr nucleonics analysis being a c.wpar~tively ne~ field of endeavcr,
the scope of this review is thus confined to relatively few papers, nairl:.’these
reportic; c~c,ss-section sensitivity* studies of the Tekarzak Fusion Test R~autcr
(~) ar.dexperimental power reactor (EPR) design studies. In order tc keer the
topic mre manag~able, we also exclude any detailed discussio~? of hybrid reactor
sensitivity studies. Howver, this does not imply a lack of r. ‘Igcitionof the
iqmrtance of hybrid reactor c’~nrepts c,rof the vital role cros>–sec:ioo da~a ;~::-~
in coace~tual h’:~riddesi~n exerc;s~s. Rather. it reflects a lack of ;YJ!.:i=Y1eJ

inve~Li~=tirn5 irithis area, ~ith Lb-rriotable excu;!i .7.s.(la.lb) Lii.v’d~-,. >:T::-
r.ati.~aof scn-iLi..”ititymech.lds t:,d~sigr; and anal’.”sisC: integral Cxp(-ri-....:.+,
alth.=ugh -ver-:i~c’rtant is hev>~d our scope.

Epan the rec~mendation of the International Suclear Data Ccmmittee, dat:~UP
to 513WI’ are included in this review. However, no u:’..r:.ji”-:-~:,i.::(...,.:-..

have beez perf.,rmr! for neutr.w cncr~ies above 14 F!e’~,SP rrview coTb7PRKs +~~
nt-:essaril~:mostly qualitative.

o:her ar~as where sensitivity sr.ldies exist in t!,tlict-rature, but Khi:l, ~lrc
specifically ex~lud=d from this review, arc the-sen=iLi\’itv of mu;tigrcjup cros~
sectiol- to thefi.albroadening of the fus~on peak, (2) and of plasaa bl:rn to t?IU~~-::
antiV-T crass sections. (3)

TE.eLhe..r-:of cress-siction sensitivity:;i= fortu~~ous!v sin~ler for fusi~n

rti-:f:rs rhan far fission reactors, becaust c<genvaluc prcbl~-risare ob\’iz:eL.
W5. . II,Lon~l- inhompen2@us.. . <Cs i?’:a.2:.::”.”. source Lerms in tht-linear Boltznanr: ecufi-
~i.r., ““:C:ci:.; :.”2 relativtily =imp]c ]ogarith~ic dcri~’ati~’c-of a reaction rat, L“ich
r~c-,~:: ~~ z cr-s~-seccicr.. In Sec II belcx a briuf Sumr,:lr”:of Lhe the-,,ryi+ ci’”t:’.,
ir..luiinc ru.:.(u::exttnsfons tn secondarv en~rp~ and anpular c!istribucicns.(:bi)

St::in:: 117 then ~rescnts a discussion of detailed results fror.the ij:~rti:”:-,. f ,:

t!-)tiYFT:. E?R. and a conceptual commercial power reactor (SL-.PI’X).,;!<,,,~,--,:~.

are za?c- i:,Sec. 11? recarfling data in the region aho~’~ 14 ?lcT;. Conclusions fri~:
the studies in Sec. 111 arc then summarized In Sec. Ii’.

AL the outset it is useful to rnakc a salient, if perhap< obvic>us, print r~-

garding sensiti~:ity studies. That is, such studies arc intrinsicall~’ desi~n dt-
pcndent, as is explicitly shown in the theory’ (Sec. 11). The immediate irn~licati:’n
is that the quection, “Are the available cross-secti~>n data for a r~,~rsicularnu~lide
‘X’ satisfactory for fusion reactor design?” is unfinished, leavin~ wantin~ tV(~kcY
qualifiers; viz, 1) for what design model, and 2) for which resp~ns~ funcLi@rl~.
A.nothur clear observation is that sensitivity studies are an,alo~ous cc}crtlss->..-
tion assessments done perviously bv cruder methnds for fission and fu~icn de~icl.~.
albeit more comprehensive and providing differentials of uncertainty rather tlIcI;
just point values. BeinF design-dependent does not, however. mean t!latbr-ad~r
conclusions than those for a specific design cannot be dram from a sensiti~’it::
analysis. On the contrary, for a generic class of desipns the sensitivity re’l)lts
for a prototypic set of design models can span the ran~e 01 sensitivities f~~rthat
class. A practical case in point is the sensitiv lty analvsis(b~ periormed for an
EPR design, where the conclusions drawn mav be Iargelv valid for a later des{gn
study of a reactor concept called The Next”Step (TNS)”.

Amcher facet of sensitivity studies which rnavbe self-evident is that ..,LY
are of direct value LO both the reactor designer and the cress-seutiori technologist.

●

In this review we will use the abbre~’iated phrase “sensitivity” studies to include
uncertaint~” analyses where it is clear from the context.



Their icmoediatevalue co the designer is to furnish him requirements for a margin-
of-safety component attributable to nucleonic uncertainties, which he can then
factor into design conservatism. Secondly, the sensitivities car guide him in
selection of materials and configurations which will perhaps minimize nucleonic
uncertainties while still satisfying design criteria (e.g., selection of shielding
❑aterials) . Concurrently, the cross-section technologist is able to determine
which additional experiments andfor evaluations are most likely to,first, signif-
icantly decrease uncertainties, and, second, yield the !owest cost-benefit ratio.
Uhile the f~regoing qualitative introductory discussion deals wi’h a somewhat
idealized application, many of the benefits mentioned have already been realized.
One case in point is the TFTR, where the valuG of the sensi!ivitv analysis mani-
fested itself in the “negative” result that anticipated cross-section errors
should not be unacceptable for calculations of radiation expasure rate durirc

required access after reactor shutdown.
Historically, the modern development of sensitivity and uncertainty analvsis

can be traced from the work of Prezbindowski(7) in 196S, to a mushrooming expansion
and application b~’Corm,(8) Bartine,(9,10) Gerstl,(ll,l~) and their respectiv~
colleagues in c+ejeqrly !970’s. Some of these early applications ~’ercalrc:!d~:co
fusion reactors .(5~ys1LJ1J*1&) The total fusinn reactor sensitivity litl,ra:ure,
however, is still sonww>at limited because of the relative newnt’ss nf fusion
reactor nucleonics. It is still possible for a serious practitioner interested
in nuclear analysis or cross-section technology to readily familiarize hins~lf with
most of these publications (e.g., Refs, 1, 4, 6, 8, Q. 12-]9). Wr.e basic litera-
ture on the theclretical foundations of sensiti~rit>-thecry can he found am.~n~ the
references given in Refs, 8 ~~d 19.

With the notable exce~,tion of sercmd:}y>- energy and angular distribution
sensitil’ity, sensitivity studies hav~ heen hindered not primarily by the(~rctica!
methclds or computer codt-at’ailability, but rather by lack of crass-section
covariance data. Strictly sensitivity (not including uncertainty) analyst< are
readilv performed usin~ standard discrete-ordinates transport codes and SU!-C.C,UQPE
scraig}ltfor.~ardintegrations over the Beltzmann equation phase space. HUh,PVLl,

the uncertainty analysls then requires covariance data which ~an be equally
voluminous as the cross-section data entering the purely sensitivity analysis.
In practice, evaluated covariance data ha~’eonly reccntlv becom~-availabl~ in th(’
ENDF, and those are still preliminary and sparse. Hencei most uncertainty analvses
to date have by necessity used ad-hoc covariance data, most cf which contain no
covariances among pa-tial c:oss-sections. From the outset it is clear tht~tthe
surface has flus:been scratched in uncertainty analysis and, to ~y~end the m~~~pfi~r,

thc~cutti~g edge is now the covariance evaluation efforts.

II. SEXSITI\’IN AXD LPiCERTAISTY THEORY
Cross-section sensitivity theory has been derived hy various authors fr(~r

several points of vieh-. Here the approa~:hus of Rtfs. lLJ. IS. and 1(] :~r~’ L’cl~~’ti-

cally s}mthesized for an exposition ending ~’ith a trc~:~sp.~rcntparLlllelis-l[I’tl]~

actual computational procedure. Secondarv energy and anFular distribution
sensitivity theory discussions follow the approach of Refs. L and 5.

A Cross Sections-
Giver a cross-section uncertainty

cercain~y, AR, in a selectea re=ponse,
flux d(c). Il.general, we will deal w;

AI, the objective is to determine t.hcun-
R, where R is a linear functional of the
th the phase space of the Boltzmnn equation,

(1)



in the conventional notation.
ConcentIatint3 on a set of ❑ultigroup cross-section data ~~i;, we seek an

expression for the standard deviation of R, which we dinotc LR. in terns of the
known covariances of the {Zi). First, ue note that R is defined by

R = <$,0> , (2)

where p is a given response funct:on, and the inner-product notation <,> represents
integration over the phase space ~. Also, the forward and adjoint Boltzr.anr,equa-
tions can be wrictcn conveniently in operator notation as

LO-S (3)

where L and L* are ~he respective transport operators, S is the inhomoFeneous
source tezm, and !2(E) is the response function of interest (i.e., the adi.~inL
source). Then from well-known variational principles it can be shown th~L f[,r
R = <$,>> = <$,L*;*>,

6R = <@J,&D> - <$,6L*$*> + 02 . (5)

Then if L is the portion of the operator containing ~i, by th~-linearity cf L wc
tcan write 10,1.8)

(6)

where the first term on the right is a direct effect of a chan~c in the respons~-
funcrion, and is nonzero only if the response function depends directly @n ~

(e.g., if L is a linear functien of ~i). In practice the two t~rll~sar~ trea~~-d
separately because only the second term involves any complexity. Note that Eq.

(6) iNVOIVCS integration over all phase space, except tilevariable E wi]er i dc:lc!tc~s
an energy group. By convention the energy variable is usually kept explicit and
a differential (with respect to lethargv) 5tlMti~vil[l ptcj~lc IS defined as follows:

3(9.nR)
P’.~-—

;R/R
L. ~(9-nEi)d(LnE) = ~ ‘
1

7- du
-i

or

(7)

(8)

when i denotes an energy group of lethargy widLh ~ui. An important point tp keep
in ❑ind, however, is that in the theo~ leading to Eq. (6), the subscript i c~n
denote any partition cf the transport operaLPr (e.g., into partial cross-sections),
not just an energy-group partition. Thus, PEi has a supressed index which in
normal prac*ice represents the partial cross-section, while i represents an energv
group. Further, the domain of pha~e space is often subdivided so as to determine



sensitivity profiles for individual material zones, for example. In fact, the

definition of a sensitivity profile as in Eq. (8) can follow naturally from a

differential sensitivity profile given Ly

(9;

Returning now to the calculation of AR, which is defined as the positive

square root

where E{) denotes an expectation val~e, we formaiiy can write

where we accept the assumptions of linear perturbation theory; i.e. ,

Equation (11) can then be written

(lo)

(11)

(13)

where E{~:i:Z ~] is commonly calle~ the covariance or dispersion matrix for the

i}
set {z . Diiliding Eq. (13) by R- yields

where P. = LuiP’y . For compactness we define a sensitivity’ Fr?file VeCt~r~
i ‘ii

P = [Pr ]
“i

and a relative covariance ❑atrix

(14)

(15)

(16)



Then

.

(+)-= ___PcPt, (17j

and the quantity of final interest, as computed by multigroup sensiti~~icv and

uncertainty analysis computer codes, is the relative standard deviation of tt,c

response,

AR
1/2

—-(PcPt) .
R -—— (18)

The problem is clearly separated into a design-dependent vector ~, and a cross-
section covariance matrix ~ which is dependent only on the data.

Of interest for preliminary scoping studies is the integral sensitivity.
cielined by

Sz = E Pz. . (15)
1

i

The integral sensitivity can be interpreted as the fractiona~ chan~e in a rL-STJL1nSE

from simultaneous unit fractional increases in all Z.; viz, a Iogaritf!rlirderi~:stix’c.
1

j. Secondary Energ>7 and Angular Distributions
For bre’:ic~’we will consider only second.~ry-energ}-distribution (SEDj scnsi-

ti,rity theory; the development for secondary angular distributions is directll
analogous. Gerstl observed~4~5) that if one looks at the adjoint parallel to’t}l~
computation of cross-section sensitivity, an SED sensitivity in-mediately rcsul~~,

Starting with the adjoint expression for R,

one can define a quantity

<+*,L ‘+>
#ED $ i E’,E
,.i R’

(21)

where i represents a specific transfer matrix component in the scatteril~-in inte,cral
of the transport Gper~tor (e.g.; i = elastic or i = n,2n) and <,>E’,E d’n~tes in-
tegration over all phase space except E’ and E. WritinR out Eq. (21) explicitly
givei

Equation (22) can be interpreted physically in complete analogy to P~i in
Eq. (8) as the percent change in R due to a unit percent change in Ei, Inla
multigroup representation a two-dimensional array results, where the irlcident
energy E’cg’ is considered as a parameter. In other words, for each incident
energy group, g’ , a sensitivity p:”ofile is computed as a function of the secondary



neutron energy E. Integrating Eq. (22) over E’cg’, we can write

#ED
(Ecg) =

aP./R

# ~,+g/z;,+g ‘azi
g’,g

(23)

as t>e SED sensitivity profile for incident neutrons in group g’ as a function
of secondary energy group g. These SED sensitivity profiles are always non-
negative because they include nc loss term. Gerstl(L) gives multigroup discrere-
ordinates equations for PSED

Ii
and shows representative plots of P~~D/Lu Au

~ ~“
g’,g ‘g’

the doubly-differential SED sensitivity profiles, where g’ is a parameter and E
is the independent variabie.

In order to provide a manageable framework for applying the above formalism
in practice, Gerstl defines integral SED sensitivities in analogy to Eq. (19),
but with an added concept to characterize the secondary energy distribution. After
defining a median-energy group gm as that group into which the median ener~ ~f the
secondary energy distribution fells, the distribution itself is divided in~o a lo.T-
energy (“cold”) and high-energy (“hot”) portion. The integral sensitivity

E!
ITI G

I

> 0 - HOT

SSEEJ.

x

~SED

E

#ED

g’ E’,g ‘- ?,’,g
g=1 g=gm+l I s O _ COLD

reduces the SED sensitivity to o’a integral parameter which is “h[t“ or “cold”

depending upon whether sSFD is positive or negative. That is, S~~D is a quanti-

tative measure of how mu% more sensitive the response is to the “hot” secondary
neutrons than to the “cold” ones.

Quantification of che uncertainty, ARIR, resulting from SED uncertainties,

proceeds in parallel to that for cross sections. First, one can define a fraction,

f, by which the hot portion of the spectrum is increased and the cold porti@n
correspondingly decreased; i.e. ,

1+1 ,gs gm
cl=
m

I
-1 ,g>gm

Formally,
(L)

on” can then write the variance of the response as

(y):ED=~ s;%;EDc@v(fi,fj) .

itj

(25)

(26)

Of more immediate practical interest is the change in response associated with an
estimated change in an SED,

(27)



III. SELECTED RESULTS FROM SENSITIVI’:Y STUDIES
As is noted in one of the first comprehensive sensitivity and ‘certainty

analysis for a fusion reactor, (13,18) there are three essential steps to providing

a rational basis for cross-section measurement or evaluation priorities; viz,
1) specifying the accuracy required in ?redicting impc,:tantnucltiar design param-
eters, 2) determining the sensitivity of these nuc]ear design parameters to selected
cross sections, and S)ma.king quantitative estimates of the uncertainty of Currently

available cross-section data (i.e., covariance data). A final step, the perfc,rming
of an uncertainty analysis, i% Jf course implied. T’he first step is largely out-
side the domain of sensiti~’ity analysis, but is an extremely important interface
with the design project that must be initiated prior to commencement of the sensi-
tivity analysis. Once the accuracy criteri~ are set, the sensitivity analysis can
begin if a preliminary design m~del exists. Due to the large number of cross-sec-
tion data needed for fusion reactor nucle~nics calculations, it is clear that
complete covariance data cannot be provided in a sho:t time frame. Perhaps even
more difficult a task is improving, within a short time frame, data which are found
to be de~icient. Thus , the initial sensitivities determined for a preliminar~’
design can be used to semiquantitatively limit the scope of ~ubsequenc uncertain~;:
analysis. That is, at this time in the evoluticn of uncertainty analysis the
preliminary sensiti~:it;:studies gu~de the assignment of prioritie~ for covariance
data evaluations. In the future, when extensive covariance files are available
in ENDF, the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses may be performed contiguously in
time, but such is far from the case today.

The following review illustrates the methodology used for sensitivity studies
in several cases - the TFTR, EPFI,and NL!WMAK designs. A detailed discussion is
given for the TFTR, an experimental device now under construction. Then the
sensitivity of tw~ EPR designs are discussed and summarized. Although the EFR
design studies were superseded by reactor concepts called TNS, which were sub-
sequently superseded by present design studies of a fusion Engineering Test Fa:ilit::

(ETF), the resulting cross-section requirements are still mostly rele~’ant.

A. TFTR
Th~first step in performing a sensitivity analvsis is selection of a nuclear

design model, which includes the material zones in which responses of interest are
to be computed. A one-dj~,lensionalcomputational model used for TFTR nucleonics
calculations is shown in Fig. 1. Since the main objective of the TFTR is to
demonstrate the scientific feasibility of a tokamak fusion reactor, it is not re-
quired to breed tritium, and therefore does not employ a lithium blanket. The
reactor is expected to operate in a pulsed mode, yielding a maximum of 1 GOO pulses
per year and generating a maximllm neutron fluence of 1,4 x 1019 fusion neutrons per

’20) Due to this low neutron fluence, radiationm2 per year on the first wall.
damage or nuclear heating problems are not of major concern. However, the activa-
tion of magnet coils, structural materials, ~nd instruments is considered a major
nucleonics problem area; in particular, the generation of long-lived radioactive
isotopes. Therefore, and for biological shielding reasons, a radiation shield is
provided as close to the plasma as pcssible. In cooperation with Princeton and
Westing!louse, ten threshold activation reactions in the structural material (zones
9 and il in Fig. 1) and chemain copper coil (zone 10 in Fig. 1) were selected as
Important nuclear design parameters of interest. Our obJective was to estimat~
the uncertainties introduced in the calculation of these activation rates due to
estimated errors in the neutron cross sections cf the system. Of particular
interest are uncertainties in the cross sections of the shield zone 7, which
consists of a lead-berated polyethylene, and uncertainties in the activation
cross sections themselves.



In order to calculate the sensitivity profiles P~i and PER according to

Eq . (6), where Z! is the Pi of Eq. (6), we performed a fo~ar 3 transport cGlcu-

Iation for the TFTR model of Fig. 1 and an sdjoint calculation for each of the
ten activation reactions consi?:red, thus determining the angular -fluxes @ and

$*. All transport calculations were performed with the one-dimensional Sn code
DTF-IV in at?S8 apprOXhIStiOtI, using 20-group P3 neutron cross sections. This
cross-secticn set covers neutror, energies between 2.02 and 14.92 MeV, which is
sufficient for the activation reactions considered, Cross sections and covariance
data for the activation reactions were evaluated at MSL. (21) The ang’ular fluxes
@ and O* from the transport calculations were then used in the LASL sensitivity
code SENSIT-lD to evaluate Eqs. (6) and (19), and to plot the sensitivity profiles
of interest.

Integral sensitivities of all ten activation reactic,fisto all significant
transport cross sections in the TFT!7were calculated and found to be all negative,
Indicating that an increase in such cross sections would cause the respective acti-
vation rate to decrease. The largest integral -.nsitivitv found is that of 65CU
(n,p)65Ni to the copper cross secttons, which iud:cates that a 12 Increase in the
totai cross section of copper would decrease the ‘~Ni production in the coil 5y
2.05%.

Since explicit covari~nce matrices could be produ.ed for only a limited number
of partial cross sections (called “transport” cross secuions in this analysis to
distinguish them from the activation cross-section used as a response function)
and for all activation cross sections, it was necessa~ to use upper limit estimates
for many “transport” cross-section errors, (AZ/Z) max. Upper limit uncertainties
are then computed by

(+!)‘w) q
inax max

where

Table I gives the results of applying Eqs
tions of interest, denoted

(29)

(14), (28), and (29) f~r two reac-

54 54Mn

‘1 :
Fe(n,p)

and

R:
65 5

Cu(n,p) Ni .
10

In order to obtain the predicted response uncertainties in each of the ten acti-
vation rates due to the cross-section error estimates, it was assumed that the
cross-section errors are uncorrelated amens the p~rtial cross-sections and materials
listed in Table 1; i.~.,

(30)



where k denotes a particular partial cross section and r~terial. Table II sh~us
the results of this quadratic combination of errors, as well as :hose due to the
response function (activation cross section) errors, AZR.

1
The last two colum in

Table ?1 are the result of > further quadratic comhinat on of the ‘transport” and
activation cross-section srrors. Note that the final uilcertainty ~n reaction rates
is due overwhelmingly to estimated “transport” cross-section errors, primarily
because of the consenatisrn inherent in the calculation of (LR/R)ma>;via Eq. (28).
In Table II the zone numbers are abbreviated as, for examp:e, Z9 for zone 9. .41s0
Al was treated as an alternative to steel in Z9 and Z1l..

Having estimates of the reaction rate uncertainties, the question then is
whether these Gre within acceptable bounds. However, a aucl~ar designer is not
concerned with activation raLeS, but rathel with biological dose-equivalent rates.
Thus , in conjunction with the designers, a criterion was established that the
maximum allowable uncertainty (standard deviation) in personnel radiation exposure
rates should be 502. The absolute reaction rates were then used to compute ●xpasure
rates, E, shielded and unshielded, along with their corresponding uncertainties.
Shielding was specified to satisfy the designers’ criteria:

I10U mrem/h at 2 h after 1 pulse

E<
)

(31)

[ 10mrem/hat ld after ly operation .

Table 111 shows tl~eresults of the analysis. where the LEi are calculated analo~ousl~,
to ARi in Eq. (30). However, in summing uncertainties LEi over all individual iscjtopes
i, care must be taken to observe possible correlations. First, all “transport”
cross-section errors were assumed to be uncorrelated with all acti~~ation cross-sec-
tion errors, so the AEi can be computed by quadratic combination of these errors.
But the “transport” cross-section errors generate an error in the flux ~ used to
calculate the reaction rates Ri. Clearly then the uncertainties in the Ri’s d~c-to
“transport” cross-section errors are fully c~rrelated and shoald be summed linearl~-
over i. Further, it appears reasonable to assume t:lat the activation cross-section
(response function ) errors are totally uncorrelated, because they are in general
independently measured and evaluated. The total uncertainty, LE, from thes~ con-
siderations can be written

In c.onclusi~n, the uncertainty in the TFTR dose rates is 41.4% for the ,nost
stringent exposure rate criteria (10 mrem/h at 1 d after 1 v operation) and 49.37:
for the less stringent criteria, as callbe seen in the bottom line cf Table III.
These values just barely meet the allowable criterion of 50%, but have a known
conservatism in many of the (AS/~)max estimates. However, if tlieallowable un-
certainty criterion had been more stringent, the uncertainty analysis could have

:’;”55
raced backward from i.helargest contributors to LJz in Table III (e.g., 59C0

Mn) to their production reactions. An examination of the sensitivity profiles
for the production reactions and the corresponding covariance data would then give
insight into which reaction cross sections and energy ranges are potential candidates
f,>radditional measurement or evaluation.



B. EPR, TNS, etc.
After no unacceptable cross-section uncertainties were found in the T~R

study, attenrion was turned to a possible i!rst generation of power producing
reactors, the EPR designs. The EPR designs extant, as well as lacer conceptual
studies of a TNS or Igr,itio,lTest Reactor (ITR), are generically similar in nany
re~p”cts. For example, they have superconducting toroidal fi<ld (TF) coils in
which eeveral key response functions are of interest. Also, iron (or stainless
steel), o

(~,~t~!~)k’ydrogenous
materials, o? 3~C are used fo: shielding the TE

coils .
For the LASL assessment task,

(16,17) we chose the EPR design described in
Ref. 22 and in private corrnunications. The design has two shield assemblies,
denoted “inner” and “outer”. me inner shield refers to a segment of shielding
toward the toroidal axis. Figure 2 shows a one-dimensional mod~l bz~ed upo~ a
radial traverse from the poloidal axis (plasma centerline) through the inner
shield. The thinner inner shield fs of effective but costly stainless steel/B4C,
while the thicker outer shield is composed largely of less costly lead mortar.
The technical basis for alternative shields is in magnetic field profile consider-
ations . With the D-shaped toroidal field (TF) coils, there exists a relatively’
large space for the outer shield, whereas the inner shield must be as thin as
possible.

At tFis point we consider the general approach used in the EPlldata assessment.
First, a broad-ranging sensitivity study was performed simply using the total,
scattering (matrix) and absorption cross sections from the transprrt code cross-
section sets. These included neutron interaction, gam.rra-rayprcc!ucKirn. and ganna-
ra~-scattering matrices. From the la~ge mass of these survey cal:clz:<:>s, b’hich
are automated in the LASL system, (17) we then isolated rr.at<rials,?er:izl cress
sectiol~s and ecergy regions of potenti~,l interest. This latr~r SC=; is ;-eatly
assisted by computing integral sensitivities. Aft~r e semiquznti:azi-(e re-.-:cv of
the germane cross-section errors, we chose a manageable nu~bcr of po:e:,c’allv
important mdtL>rials and ~;artial ~’rosssections for more detailed errcr evalu,~tion.
For these we processed c~,aildble IGovariance data into rrultigreup forr..

Cr>ss-section covariance data were obtained by Processing preliminary E?i12F/B-”1:
data into thirty energy groups (cf. Ref. 23 for group stru:tl~re) with the NJOY multl-
group processing code. The EIiDF/B-I’dat~ are still preliminary at this date, sc
tfiemultigroup covariance matrices are subject to change. Many errors (mistakes)
were discovered and corrected in the processirlg of the EXDF/B-I’ covariance d~ta.
Several deficiencies still exist in ZNDF/B-I’ ; e.g., no covariance data exist for
Cu, and such data for 1°B extend only up to 1.02 MeV. The latter deficiency is not
significant for thu EPR analysis, however, because the im;lortant (sensitive)
energy range for 10B lies ❑ostlv fr~m approximately 10 keV to 1 hle~. IN order to
perfom a preliminary uncertainly analysis for the EPR and T’NS, the covariance data
for Cr were adapted as an approximation for the Cu deca. Table 11’lists those 30-
group covariance matrices currently available.

Because of the thinner inner shield, radiation effects in the inner rF coils
are more critical than in the outer TF coils. However, for access during
maintenance the outer structure and TF coil activation are important, as opposed
to the inner. Thus, fur our analysis rJe chose four radiation effects in the inner
TFC, and activation of the stainless steel outer dewar. Specifically, we consi[?ered:

INNER SHIEL12: 1) neutron and gamma-ray heating in the TF coil superconductor, 2)
neutrun and gamma-ray !ose to the MYLAR in~ulation in the TF coils, 3) displacements

per atom (dpa) in the Cu matrix of the TF coils, and 4) transmutation of the Cu matrix.

OUTrR SHIELD: 1) activation of the stainless steel (SS) dewar [e.g., 58
Ni(n,p)

58C0

or 6Fe(n,p)5h!in].



Det?ils of all the response functions, as well as sensitivi~es, etc., are pre~ent~d

iiiP.ef.6. In this paper only selected sample results are presentea.
As a sample case, let us consider the total neutron and gamma-ray heating in

the inner TF coil, Table V shows theintegral sensitivities, Eq. (19), for tliis
response, to SS total cross secticns. From this table we fird the region(s) in
Fig. 2 which contribute most to the sensitivity. It is worth noting that these
data also give insight into tliesensitivity sf the response te design alterations
&n these regions. From Table V it is clear that the blanket SS regions 4-8 arc
most important. Also, it earlbe seen that Fe is the largest contributor to the
integral sensitivities, regardless of which regi~.. is considered.

Narrowir.g our example further we show in Ta51e VI the component secsiti’:itics
for Fe in regions 6-3. Here the sensitivity has been divided into tilt,g:lin tcm.
and loss term {cf. Ref. 18, App. B for details)

P- = -P ●ot + P

‘i r-
-scat “
L.‘i,lnss l,gain

In ttlis~aSc most of the net integral sensitivity is clearly due tr~th~cneu:ron
scattering zross section. Thus , the uncertainty :j~,,nl’:sis.s!)),:ltiL:, tr,::.~:~.,-:~-
cial]y on Fe, and in particular on the scattering cross sections.

A representative sensitivity profile is shown in Fig. 3, whele a~ain tltc
se~lsitivity of the TF coj.1b.~ating to che Fe scatterin~ cross section was scl~ r~,rl.
Notice the high sensitivity in the top two groups, with a subsidary peak hel,:~ ;
MeV. This gereral shape is characteristic of all the sensitivity pr~files, for
all responses an~ all materials pert.sin:.ngto this EP1 desigkl.

Referring aga~n to T.ableVI, th: low sens}.tivity to the gafima-ra::proc!ut.t~,:.
is caused by the relatively short mean free pat!.of t!].

;:;;::::i:’;!n+hi;?v,r, the sensitivity increases rnc)r,otonicall~;as tt,cr,.ii~:
app?-oaches the TF coil.

Turning now to the B4C component of the shield, Tablf VII ;~~sents intczra!
sensitivity results comparable to those of Table V for SS. Here wc see thi~tth~
sensitivity is highest fc~rthe outboar-d regions, where ttleneutron spcctrur is
softened somewhat. However, the sp~tial variation is not nearly as strong a< ft,r
Fe (cf. Table V). Also, the 10B component of tbe B4C does not ovcrwhelminvl’:
domina~e the sensitivity as does Fe in SS. As would be expected, the net int,’rr::~
serisitivity is in all cases negative, because almost any interaction dc.r.~s,:: :!,L
probability of a neutron’s transmission to the TF coil.

Sensitivity profiles for the B and C cross sections show the sa,,w einer.i]

shape as those for Fe (Fig. 3), with a peak in the top group and an[ltt~urp~:ik i:,
the 100 keV-1 Met’region. For 10B, however, the sensitivity to the t~t;llcri~ss
section is of comparable magnitude in the two peaks, and th~ lower p,.:~iis m:]’
broader. This high sensitivity at ti),lower energy peak is du~ in part t!lv
neutron s ectrum, which shows this same peak at all positions in tk,tshitld
regions. (~0-18) One can conclude that even ttloughthese lower energ~;neutrons
ha%e lower transmission probabilities to the TF coil, they are so prevalent in
the spectrum as to be a major contributor to the neutron and gamma-ray flux
reachll,g the TF coil.

As a final example fron our detailed sensitivity analysis ‘b) of the EPR, con-
sider the sensitivity of heating in the-TF coils to the cross sections in the TF
coii region itself. The response here is in the inboard edge (first mesh interv;~l)
of the TF coil, while the sensitivity is to cross sections in the en:ire rc~i,n 24,
The analysis shows a very low sensitivity to all neutron cross sections except for



Cu. This is to be expected because int.eracticns in t“”--TFcoil itself d~ :~aL
significantly alter t!w ~robability of a neutron ccntributin,g te heatin~: at the
tnboiird edge of the coil. Although it is of somewhat academic interest (because
of the precision with which gatuua-ray interaction cross sections .sre knfi~.). u
relatively high negative sensitivity to,Cu @ma— ray interaction cross section
is as expected.

‘Several rajor ccmclusions were reached in the scnsitii”i?y and uncertainty
analysis for an lZPR. First, ttie wide ranging surve>- calculations. using trans-
port-code cross sections, have prn-tide; ? rapid and th,,rcugh covera(z~ of all
raater~als and regi..~sof potentiaX interest. This has proven to be an effeitivti
way of elic.inating the need for iurther analyses of mar.”: partial cross-sc-rti,~~

sensitivities. Tr.>ra pragmatic viewpoint. thc~e partials are of interest onlv
if they prcvide significant contributions to the total s.n=i-,-i-ity,and ha.;-
significant errors ass~ciated wiL!l them.

TtIecomplete sensitivity analysis~h~ Inc!ia:cs Ch:t ?5L ~rntt(rinp cr~ss
sections of Fc and Cu, along with the absi,rrtioricross sertions -.r the lf’~i=
BLC, arc the most si.mificant crmtributprs to the inte~ral sensitiviti~s C! th.-
respwses considered. Of som(jwh.~tlessrr fmpottant-.w~-rtithe scattering crn~s
SCCCirIns of H, C, arid p~.

A similar scudy~lb~ for a:: altt-matlvv LPK Licsipn conccntraLcc un SVIISi LAh”-

ities to C and Fe partial cross sc(tims. l%t, ir,c~-~rtilscnSitiI’iLirs of T!”c.~;~





operation dmte of the F?IH?. Satisfying even th~ minimum need% will require a
well planned program with strict priorities , concentrating on nuclear mod~l
calculations to fUlfiil most requirements.

Any listing of relative impcrtanc~ of particular nuclides and reaction types
must be associated with neutronics applications of those data. For ●xample, in
studies of radiation-induced damage. the fact that Iwportant Jama& cross sections
are only weakly energv deprndent above . lL WV makes it ~ikely that ~st darnaRe

will be cause< by neutrons in the.1A-25 WV region, where most of Lhc ~ lb ?4eV
source neutrons originate. Sirnilarlv. the dosfmetry rei.~.tions will need to be
determined with highest accuracy in this 14-25 wI’ reFion.

In contrast to d3UFi- and dosinwlry reactions, cross-section data in thz
30-50 !&V re i~ii are the mnsL important for buli. shit-ldinp calcualtions.

i
It was

determind~~ J for the MT facil~tv, wh~r~ concr~tr S}it-ld$ ~ tr L metres thick

w:re analyzed, chat --9(JTand 7(~~.of tht-dose-c-quivaltintar~- dur to source
neutrms with ener~ies greatbr than 3(? %-l’ and GII HcV, respertivi-ly. A removal
cross scrtion was then defined as the SUE of the nol)c]astii cross section and tl~at
portivn of thu elastic cross section scattering neutrons bevond 25°. It is because
this rerrwval cress section is a monotonically decreasing function of energy that
ck,i-df!sc-eq.li.~a;~ntis dominated by tt,v}.lghcrener~.~ neuLrons. l%e authors statc(2F)
t!,::!Q and Fc ar. tliu m.,st imprrtant i-ll~n,.ntsi::tht.ir shii~!d dl~si~n, ant? mt.:!sl:r,tmt-nts
at a fez in~id~nt mcrzi~: 5c-twcn 20 and 50 ?%”..are now !ILing mildc for thest ti!emcnts.

Ii’. CW;CLL’SIO!;S
Tlluusefulness of sensitivity studies to help define cross-section [valuation

and muasurcwn:s rt-~i!ir~-m’ntsis indisputable. Hrwcv~r, mu[-h remains to bc dnnc
hcfarc such stu2i~’- .In ht. maclc compru!icnsivc and complete. Wli]t- the theoretical
~th,~d: and codes arc gen~-rally adequatv for simple one-dimensional reactor mcdcls
~c~nsid~.re~~cretofore, an extension tc multidimensional and complex models is
im.invnt!y rvquirv~. In pnrLitiu!;4r,Montr Carlo sensitivity mcthnds pro=isc great
ad\.::nta~~.~in ,cr.~;!~,x~am(trics, especially the fffiportantstreamin~ prnhlcms alrt*tit..-
unr(}”:urudin f:l’ 1P:; r~.:t~:{~rnu,lconics. Even w~rr important than meth.!ds and codt”s
i< tht urgm~t nc.~.i?f(.rexLunsive covarian~ti data fi]es. Additional larpt’data evJlu-
aLi~.r.rvf;:lir.-mi.ntsarc buin~ elicited by the rccuntly dcvcloprd SE!’)sensitivity.:
riwtll~ds, which require swm. characterization c)fsecondarv energ~. distrihutiou
un~~rt:linti~s, prrhaps in thl.fomi of the fg, factors di~cussed” in SI:r. TI.B.

Rw%ult, O! sc:witivit:; studies to dnte wer~ su~lrized in Ser. III, but it is
us~~fu] t(, rv-tin;~l]:lsizt, :he recurring importance of the Fe cross sections in both

fusion reactor and irradiation facility shields. In the case of some inner shf.’lds
for tcdiamak reactors, the overwhelming dominance of uncertainties In the h’cross
sections is ciear]y seen for r~spnns~s In the TF cnlls. The largr uncertainties
(40-lf)O-) in TF coil responsrs found for several conceptual reactor desi~ns arc
undursLd:]dqlhluin ttrms of t}l~I:,rpeattenuations (Ifneutron and g;lmna-r~y flust.s
in~”ol.<cd- ge:l~’rallv: 106. Although n(jLrevicwt~d ir.this paper, a hybrid reacLc~r
scnsiLivity study(lb) stlowedappreciable integral sensitivitit”s of tritium breedini:
to ~38U ant!Fr tc~tnlcross sections; viz, -0.97 and -0.19, respectively. In this
case Fe was included only in SS as a 5-mm first wall and as an 8.6 V1O structur~,
in fission and breedinfl zones. Another scudv(3) of tritium breeding sensitivity,
in this c.~se for a pure fusion reactor, -showed fairly low values of sensiti\itv
to 6Li, 7Li, and h% cross sections, This study also presented a comparison of”
the response uncertainty as computed by both the methods of Sec. II and direct
recalculation. - must be expcctcc! for total uncertainties in tritimn breedinp
of < 5%, the agreement is very rood. A further result of this study, Interesting
in light of the current qu~st~~li. concerning the 7Li(n,n’t)4He cross sectiJn. (30)
was t!iatmost of the sensitivity is attributable to just that cross section.



A growing interest in &Li neutron sfiurces for fuqimn materials irradiation
experiwnts has intensified interest in neutron cress-sectiun data abr.vi.14 !IuV.
Since the sta~us revieu of these data at a Symposium in ?tay 1977 (cf. Ref. 27),
~del calculatictns(28*29) have been used to devise cross sections for shieldinp
analysis of the FMll facility. For shielding applications the data In the MJ-5t3

*V range ar+ most significant’ , alogc,us lC fission reactors where source neutrons
of - 6-8 MeV dominate for deep , ~netrations. By contract, for dosirnetry, d~~,a~c
functions, and neutron transport. in the Larget art,aof the F?!IT facility, da[a in

(~lj tr,be ~sL iaportant.the 14-25 ?4eV region are expi-cted
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TABLE I

Preffict{’d!’nc~rLalnticsof%,lec[edActivationRatc:sR]andR,{.
[~etoi.st~matfd } rrnr$ in Transpor7 Crc,ss .Sectlons 2

‘Perturb~,’!
Trans\,lr!
Cros!
%ctioris

. .—
c
CI?l, ?I’3[)1
Pb
pk,(~,z~,
0

H
Fe
Fe(n,totI
Fe(n,absl
Fe(n, n ‘cent I

Fe~?f,elas’
Fe(n,lnclj
Fe(n,2nl
Cr
Ni

Mn
Al
CL
Cu(n, elas}
Culn, lnell

C,l(n, 2n)
Cu[n, tot)
cti(n,abs)

i.rror
}.sclmaW-
CO\’dor

(-)A:
-

mdx

cl

25
c Ot’

25
c o\’

25

2

25
c c)\’
(-[)\’
c’o\

c o\’
co\’
Cc)\’

2:,

25

25
25
25

Cu(

Col’

Cov
co\’
co\’

?.!aximbm Integral Scnsiti\ir, S and
Predicted Activation Rate L“nrert.ainty AR’R

for RI

I

AR AR
()-For -F . . .

s
f“, ~r” I

o.fi7
---

1.52
---

0,47

1,08
0,70

---
---
---

---
---
-..

0!20
0!12

0.021
0.4:1
0,03$

---
---

6( J

21.8
2.4

38.0
18,3
11.8

.2.2
17.5

2.2
0.71
4,4

2.5
3,5
1.2
5.0
3.0

0.53
113
0.98
0.12
0.13

--l
--- 0.04
--- 0>12
--- 0.04

.(
ti Perrl

o 66
---

1.12
.-.

0.36

0,73
0.93

---
---
---

---
---
-..

0.25
0,17

0,027
0.62
2,05

---
---

-..
---
---

!or Ri(

r-l

16.:
22

28.(1
14.f~

90

1,5
23.:!

3,2
1>7
7.4

3.7
67
3,6

63
4.3

0,69
15.5
51.3

5.C
6,8

9.6
51
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‘C~\’means Cwnplete Covariance hlatrtx.



TABLE II

a(c)
R,

flu. to Transport DJC to Al; I

f)lk’ to Cruss. -k, ctlm Lrrors Cross -Section-, I.r:,rs
Acti\-atinn

Activation Reaction Cross -Secticm Stain fess -St*,cl Alun>}n.~rn Stalnlt!ss-stec’! .41L-I. I-T1
R, Errors .SAructur(, Slructur~ St ruc!u rc Str::; r,; :-v

R, - ~Fe(n, p)%n in Z9 and Zll 15.7 49.1 --- 51.5 ---

Rz L 55Mn(n, 2n)5451r In 29 and Zll 15.6 41.4 --- 44.2 ---

R3 = ‘6 Fc(n, p)%?dn ir, Z9 and 211 128 428 --- 44,7 ---

R, = 5sNt(n, p)58Co in 29 and 211 2LI.7 42.6 --- 47.4 ___

R5 = ‘AI In, (.)”Nain 25 and 211 8.7 --- 41.0 --- 4:17

R6 = ‘Al(n, P)=hlg in Z9 and Zll 5.5 --- 44.0 --- 44 3

R, = ‘Cu(n, 2n)”Cu in 210 24,3 62.3 59.9 66.9 64. b

RB = ‘Cu(n, O)WCO in Z1O 29.3 63,5 62.8 69,:, 69 3

Rti = ‘Cu(n, 2nIwCu in Z1O 13.4 ‘ 63.1 60.7 64,5 62.2

RIO= ‘Cu(n, p)mh’] tn Z1O 32.6 66’1 63.3 73.7 71.2

I
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TABLE IV

Preliminary ENDF/B-V Covariance Data (MF=33) processed with NJo~code
r~

.—
MAT ‘

I

+“

Nuclide , MT-Nos. Processed Reactior Cross Sqctions

I
~ 305 ,i B-10

!

306 c

324 ‘ Cr

326 Fe

328 Ni

329 Cu

382 , Pb

1301 ~ H1

,
1,2,107,780,781

I I

i
1,2,4,51-68,91,102
104,107

1,2,3,4,16,17,22,28,
102,103,104,105,106,
107

1,2,3,4,16,22,28,102, I
103,104,105,106,107 !

I
I~

1,2,4,16,22,28,51-76, :
91,102, 1O3.1OQ,1O7, I
111

1,2,3,4,16,17.22,28, ‘
102,103,104,106,107 ,

1,2,3,4,16,17,51,52, ~
64,102 1

1,2

Total, elastic (n,a), (n,mo).
and (n,ml)

Total, elastic, total inelastic,
inelastic levels 1-18, inelastiq
continuum, (n;{), (n,d), (n,~)

Total, elastic, nonelastic, to-

inelastic, (n,2n), (n,3n), (n,
n’s), (n,n’p), (n Y), (n.p),

(n,t), (n,d), (n,5He), (n,:])

Total, elastic,nonelastic, to-
tal inelastic, (n,2n), (n,n’a).

(n.n’p), ~n,-i),(n,p), (n,d),
(n,t), (n,3H~:), (n,d)

Total, elastic, total ine12stic,
(n,.?n), (n,n’a), (n,n’p), in-

elastic levels 1-26, inelastic
continuum, (n,y), (.I,p), (n,d),
(n,a), (n,2p)

Total, elastic, nonelastic, to-
tal inealstic, (n,2n), (n,3n), I

(n,n’m), (n,n’p), (n;f), (n,p),

(n,d), (n,3He), (n,a)

Total, elastic, nonelastic, to-
tal inelastic, (n,2n), (n,jn), ,
inelastic levels 1,2, and 14,
(n,a)

Total, elastic



TABLE V

Neutron Integral Sensitivity:?, s~T, of the inner TF
Coil Nuclear Heating Response to the Total

Cross Sections of Stainless Ste~l Components

-2.1:2 -!3.C:3

TABLE VI

Partial and Net Neutron Integral Sensiti\-ities of the Inner TF
Coil Nt’clear Heating Resp~nse to the Fe Component in

Stainless Steel Regions 6-8

TABLE VII

Neutron Integral Sensitivity, S~T, of the Inner TF
Coil Nuclear Heating Response to the Total

Cross Sections of B4C Components



TABLE VIII

Energy-Integrated Relative Sensitivities for NUWMAK

RI --- Outer Blanket Breeding Ratio
R2 --- Outer Blanket Neutron Heating
R3 --- First Wall Ti dpa Rate
R4 --- First Wall Ti Gas Production Rate -
Z5 --- Neutron EfiergyLeakage to Inner Magnet ‘
R6 --- dpa Rate in Al Stabilizer

Cross Section RI R2 “ f?3 ‘4 ‘5 “ ‘6—. .—

Ti total -0,050 -0.079 -0.016 -0.039 -0.349 -0.334
Pb total 0.137 -().051 0.120 -0.003 -1.598 -1,238
12C t~t~l 0.048 -0.024 --- --- -0,633 -0.595
loB total --- -1.795 --- ---- -2.106 -2.094
6Li total -0.865 -0.652 -0.011 --- -0.025 -0.024
TLi t~tal -0.011 -0.105 --- 0.013 -0.319 -0.303
W total -5.214 -5.282
Pb(n,2n) 0.115 0.006 0.064 --- -1.078 -0.712

inel. level 0+002 -0.025 -0.024 --- -0.146 -0.154
inel, cont. -0.022 -0.031 -o.cw --- -0.181 -0.1:7
elastic 0.040 0.001 0.085 --- -0.181 -0.231

6Li(n,a)T
7Li(n,n’a)T

-0.864 -0.644 -0.011 --- -0.001 -0.001
-0.036 -O.O47 --- -0.007 -0.132 -0.129

elastic 0.023 -0.042 --- 0.018 -0.131 -0.119
Ti$::jn) 0.011 --- 0.004 -0.025 -0.097 -0.084

. cont. -0.028 -0.037 -0.017 -0.028 -0.157 -0.152
elastic 0.007 --- 0.014 0.018 -0.052 -0.054

W(n,2n) -4.123 -4.030
inel. cont. -0.474 -0.622
inel. level -0.126 -0.143
elastic -0.451 -0.449—

TABLE IX

.Relative Uncertainty (%) of the Responses Contributed
From the Uncertainties of Total Cross Sections in NUHMAK

.. .. .. .. .-— .- . . .-—-— —.- -----

Material AR/R (%)

Ri ‘2 ‘3 ‘4 ‘5 ‘6

6
Li 0.72
Pb 0.34
12C 0.02
loB ----
7Li
w
Ti
llB
TOTAL 0.80

:4-

0.55 ---- 0.03 ----
0.10 0.02 0.39 5.02
0.02 ---- ---- 1.09
0.39 ---- ---- ----

2.89
42.35
2.46
1.50

0.68 0.02 0.39 42.88

----

3.89
1.78
----

2.65
39.86
2.14
1.07

40.24



FiC. 1. One-dimensional computational model
for TFTR cross-section sensitivit~
analysis.
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Fig. 3. Sensitivity of the maximum neutron
plus gamma-ray heating in the TF

coils to all scattering cross
sections cf Fe.
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SCHEMATIC OF THE BLANKET AND SHIELD

FOR NUWMAK
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